
FHIR Subgroup Meeting Notes 1/28/19 - 4/29/19 
 

presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz 
January 28 - Connectathon recap + ballot comments 
February 4 - Dev Days + ballot comments 
February 11 - Ballot comments 
February 18 - X - President’s Day 
February 25 - trackers 
March 4 - gForge - wrapping up final negative comments, introducing some new 
March 11 - X 
March 18 - review updates, new trackers 
March 25 - X (AMIA summit) 
April 1 - trackers 
April 8 - X 
April 15 - project feedback: (eMeRGE and VCF-FHIR translation) 
April 22 - wgm prep: ballot comments and project feedback 
April 29 - wgm prep 
May 6 - WGM 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting April 29th, 2019 
https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 

Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz) 
1. James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
2. Patrick Werner - MOLIT Institute - patrick.werner@molit.eu 
3. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
4. Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
5. Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu  
6. Kevin Power - Cerner  - kpower@cerner.com  
7. Ning Xie - BCH - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
8. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
9. Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com  
10. Peter Muir - MD - PjmConsultingLLC.com 
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mailto:patrick.werner@molit.eu
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mailto:bheale@gmail.com


11. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
12. Jamie Parker - Carradora Health - jamie.parker@carradora.com  
13. Clem McDonald - NLM - clemmcdonald@mail.nih.gov  

 
  
 Agenda: 

1. IG Examples check-in 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kYzfQMbTXwb4yt-tOKh9FfNcYjiK0W-PX
wOJyoPH8PU/edit#gid=0 

2. Remaining ballot comments recap 
3. eMERGE trackers 
4. Other items for connectathon/wgm 

https://confluence.hl7.org/display/FHIR/2019-05+Clinical+Genomics+Track 
 

 
Discussion: 

1. Where to put them? 
a. Listserv is fine! 

2. Remaining ballot comments 
 
19920 Relax cardinality of specimen on all 

Computable Genetic Findings 

IG requires specimen on Findings (but not on 
DiagnosticReport)  
Requesting ability to send Findings without 
specific knowledge of Specimen, in particular if the 
genomic repository lacks that information. 
 
Bret: How much connection to the original 
specimen are labs/vendors comfortable with? We 
are ahead of regulation here but should still be 
careful. 
Andrea: lab is required to send this info (in US for 
CLIA, at least). CAP considers data files as 
Specimen so should be able to reconcile. 
Bob D: does the direct involvement of the EHR 
matter here? If communication goes between 
server and CDS engine (with results ultimately 
being entered back in EHR) 
Bob M: IG should be as broadly applicable as can 
be with whatever data they have. Could profile for 
further constraints (CLIA concerns, etc). Looking 
at STU3 patient, it was relaxed in R4 for broader 
use cases (particularly for de-identified samples). 
In favor for relaxing cardinalities. 
Clem/Larry: for germline, specimen isn’t so crucial. 
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Recommendation: 
Persuasive - update cardinality to match DR 
profile 

 
19987 What about synthetic sequences? - CG  

#20 

Recommend not persuasive 

 
19834 LOINC: Described Variant component (human reference 

sequence assembly version) answer list 

persuasive 

 
19835 LOINC: Described Variant component 

(coordinate system) code 

Currently being updated - 

recommend persuasive 

 

 
Region-Studied 

19845 
Region Studied is an 
arbitrary location persuasive 

Clem: there were LOINC codes in this space 
before, and some also wanted to send text. 
 
Add 3 components from gForge follow-ups: 
 - Range(s) of DNA sequence examined 

(LOINC 51959-5) 

 - Coordinate system (LOINC TBD) 

 - Genomic Reference sequence (LOINC 

48013-7)  

19839 

LOINC: Region Studied 
valueCodeableConcept 
binding persuasive 

Use same answers as Variant 
'present/absent/indeterminate' 

19838 
LOINC: Region Studied 
code persuasive Request code 

19971 

Region Studied 
valueCodableConcept 
needs guidance & binding persuasive  

 
Sequence-Phase-Relation 
19840 Remove Sequence Phase Relationship obs-focus extension Persuasive 

 
19842 LOINC: Sequence Phase Relationship valueCodeableConcept 

binding 

Persuasive - create ‘cis | 

trans’ list 

Not on the first list, but will 

follow-up with Clem 

 
19841 LOINC: Sequence Phase Relationship code Persuasive - request code 
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Some codes/lists all set for June, (coordinate system, allelic freq,  
Question on region-studied code/value:  

Should region-studied value summarize the search for variants over the region? 
What value should it have otherwise? 
Clem and Bob D will follow up on email 

Questions on level of evidence answer list: 
Goal: to use one answer list  
(Liz set up one based on CPIC and one based on ACMG from original proposal) 
One term, text to point to 2 example answer lists, can use others if needed 
Different countries/regulations will require different lists in the future, being able to 

support those is important as we are ahead of regulation here 
 
  

3.  eMERGE 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1geNQuW-7PpA9o0ZtQ2Kcz0vhfB3mTKp8ye
x6sCIunE8/edit# 
Patrick looking to draw up examples for creating FHIR documents in line with our 
IG and using section.text 
 

4. Other items for connectathon/wgm 
https://confluence.hl7.org/display/FHIR/2019-05+Clinical+Genomics+Track 

 
 
Chat History: 
Clinical Genomics Work Group Host  11:30 AM Current IG 
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/ 
Bret Heale 11:41 AM good point Patrick 
11:55 AM Cannot have information in the narrative that is not encoded within the data 
elements of a profile 
Clinical Genomics Work Group Host 12:00 PM interpretation is crossed out in our 
obs-base profile under the differential table, not viewable in the snapshot 
Clinical Genomics Work Group Host 12:01 PM 
http://build.fhir.org/observation-definitions.html#Observation.interpretation 
 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting April 22nd, 2019 
https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 
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Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz) 
14. James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
15.  Ning Xie - BCH - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
16. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
17.  Mullai Murugan - BCM - murugan@bcm.edu 
18. Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu   
19. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
20. Alex Mankovich - Philips - alex.mankovich@philips.com  
21. Jamie Parker - Carradora Health - jamie.parker@carradora.com  
22.  Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
23.  Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com (joined at 16 mins into the meeting) 
24.   Bob Milius - NMDP/CIBMTR - bmilius@nmdp.org  
25. Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com  
26.  Clem McDonald - NLM - clemmcdonald@nlm.nih.gov (joined late) 
27. Andrea Pitkus - apitkus@gmail.com  (joined late, phone only) 

 
Agenda: 

1. VCF-FHIR translation work (Bob D) (didn’t cover last week) 
a. Related trackers 

2. eMERGE project update- alignment/concerns (Mullai/Larry)  
a. https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12rpXXkZkjZLyXij0YhsfIcbeHQuUoGBkF

NFB_weK0Jg/edit#slide=id.p1 
b. Related trackers 

 
Discussion: 

1. VCF-FHIR translation work https://github.com/openelimu/VCF-2-FHIR 
a. Can an app directly look at raw genomic files apart from clinical reports? 

i. Yes, but there are a few concerns and refinements to consider 
ii. Current prototype generates diagnostic report based on queried gene, 

using region-studied and sequence-phase-relation 
iii. Doesn’t directly model haplotypes/genotypes at this time 

b. Next steps: 
i. Translation code is open source, looking at building an entire 

“on-demand” FHIR translator. 
ii. One pro: generating a huge amount of ‘omic data examples/availability 
iii. Connectathon work 

c. Related trackers 
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19920 Relax cardinality of specimen on all 

Computable Genetic Findings 

IG requires specimen on Findings (but not on 
DiagnosticReport)  
Requesting ability to send Findings without 
specific knowledge of Specimen, in particular if the 
genomic repository lacks that information. 
 
Bret: How much connection to the original 
specimen are labs/vendors comfortable with? We 
are ahead of regulation here but should still be 
careful. 
Andrea: lab is required to send this info (in US for 
CLIA, at least). CAP considers data files as 
Specimen so should be able to reconcile. 
Bob D: does the direct involvement of the EHR 
matter here? If communication goes between 
server and CDS engine (with results ultimately 
being entered back in EHR) 
Bob M: IG should be as broadly applicable as can 
be with whatever data they have. Could profile for 
further constraints (CLIA concerns, etc). Looking 
at STU3 patient, it was relaxed in R4 for broader 
use cases (particularly for de-identified samples). 
In favor for relaxing cardinalities. 
Clem/Larry: for germline, specimen isn’t so crucial. 

 
19987 What about synthetic sequences? - CG  

#20 

Defer or not persuasive 

 
19834 LOINC: Described Variant component (human reference 

sequence assembly version) answer list 

persuasive 

 
Region-Studied 

19845 
Region Studied is an 
arbitrary location  

Clem: there were LOINC codes in this space 
before, and some also wanted to send text.  

19839 

LOINC: Region Studied 
valueCodeableConcept 
binding persuasive 

Use same answers as Variant 
'present/absent/indeterminate' 

19838 
LOINC: Region Studied 
code persuasive Request code 

19971 

Region Studied 
valueCodableConcept 
needs guidance & binding persuasive  

 
Sequence-Phase-Relation 
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19840 Remove Sequence Phase Relationship obs-focus extension Persuasive 

 
19842 LOINC: Sequence Phase Relationship valueCodeableConcept 

binding 

Persuasive - create ‘cis | 

trans’ list 

 
19841 LOINC: Sequence Phase Relationship code Persuasive - request code 

 
 

2. eMERGE project update 
a. Agenda: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1geNQuW-7PpA9o0ZtQ2Kcz0vhfB3mTKp8
yex6sCIunE8/edit 

b. eMERGE schema: https://github.com/emerge-ehri/results-schema 
c. eMERGE Outbound-Report-XML-Doc: custom XML format specification used by 

eMERGE to-date for all reported cases in the study. 
 

No. Topic Priority Summary Discussion/Resolution/Ac
tion 

1. Housing extended test, 
methodology and 
reference information 
 
Zulip - from Patrick 
Werner 
Zulip - using 
RelatedArtifact.docume
nt 
Zulip  
gForge (19827) 

High How to deal with general test info, 
methodology, gene coverage, reference 
data related to assay definitions. 
And must be able to accomodate 
methodology adjustments/amendments 
that don't trigger a new assay. 
NOTE: the references section here is 
not related to lit refs for interpretation 
data. 

Example report 
TestName/Info 
ServiceRequest has code 
field i.e. what was being 
requested, ordered. It might 
be helpful to include similar 
field in DR too. 
Method/Ref/GeneCov 
Location Options: 
DR(NA) and 
Genomics Panel 
 
Howto: 
Method 
Artifact 
RegionStudied - 
GeneCoverage? 
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2. FHIR representation of 
a genetics test with 
multiple test 
components 
 
Zulip 
gForge (19828) 

Very 
High 

Our Decision: Overall structure is to use 
a diagnostic report with 2 genomic 
panels (1 for diagnostic gene panel 
results and 1 for pgx results) 
 
Verification: 
 we have been told that membership of 
genomic panels will translate to results 
of overarching report without direct 
association. true or false? 
 

Are we good to go forward 
with the Genomics Panel 
approach? 

3. Option to include 
interpretationtext, 
variant findings, 
comments/recommenda
tions for each report 
subsection 
 
Zulip - Overall 
interpretation 
gForge - Overall 
interpretation (19830) 

Very 
High 

Overall interpretation - we  can use 
Overall Obs resource and 
corresponding conclusion/code options 
to represent interpretationtext but this 
still leaves open housing for PGx 
findings, variant text, 
recommendations/comments. 

Example BCM report 
Example LMM report 
 
 - options: 
         1) add a component 
(ideally at obs-base) that 
allows for descriptions or 
summary strings 
(human-readable) 
         2) use the 
Resource.text field - not 
ideal since we want to have 
a specific field to reference 
for these narratives. We 
think of this field as having 
little or nothing to do with 
Observation “results” which 
our text blurbs are very 
much related to. 
         3) use the 
code(CodeableConcept).te
xt field for narratives - 
downside is that the 
narratives are not truly 
codeable concepts and will 
likely never be. These 
concepts are more about 
summarizing a given 
interpretation. 
 

 

 
 

https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/189875-genomics-.2F.20eMerge.20Pilot/topic/FHIR.20representation.20of.20a.20genetics.20test.20with.20multiple.20test.2E.2E.2E
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https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/189875-genomics-.2F.20eMerge.20Pilot/topic/Representation.20of.20interpretation.20text.20in.20DiagnosticReport
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/17OrA8MK_em1jluDuDOC-EG2ro_i3RHfK/view?usp=sharing


ServiceRequest for storing test names/info. Can have multiple requests, with split test info  
 
Question over sending an ‘empty’ panel housing the testing info 
 
 
Specific trackers related to these points: 

19827 

Need guidance on housing 
extended test, methodology and 
reference information 

Problem: Guidance for 
Observation.method is very sparse, 
implementers want to send a LOT of 
methodology info, and most options 
are not specifically mentioned in our 
IG. 
 
Observation.method for coded 
information. 
 
Patrick suggested using section.text 
in a Composition bundle 
http://build.fhir.org/documents.html 
 
DR and Obs.relatedArtifact remains 
an option 
 
Suggest persusausive-add examples 
and/or text for variant-reporting page  

 

19828 

FHIR representation of a 
genetics test with multiple test 
components/results 

GR and Grouper/(panel) can each 
reference 0..1 overall-interpretations. 
However, Figure 2 needs to be 
updated to include Grouper 
information and point out this 
functionality. 
 
Suggest persuasive w/mod-add 
text/update Figure 2 on general  

 

19830 

Representation of 
interpretation text in 
DiagnosticReport 

Compare with 
previously deferred 
tracker from Amnon 
(being worked on by 
Alex): 
 

16932 a document layer with 

overall interpretation - 

2018-May Genomics 

#76 

 
 
Others 
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20315 

Genomic Diagnostic reports 
should have better ability to 
reference another diagnostic 
report. 

Persuasive - provide 
guidance  

 

20549 

Inherited Disease Pathogenicity 
- ValueCodeableConcept non 
LOINC value   

19829 
Inclusion of Sanger confirmation 
information   

19831 
Usage of LOINC code 81247-9 
for Genetic tests   

 
Chat History 
Joel Schneider 11:59 AM currently seeing 4 DR/DR: diagnosticReport-addendumOf, 
diagnosticReport-extends, diagnosticReport-replaces, diagnosticReport-summaryOf 
 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting April 15th, 2019 
https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 

Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz) 
1. James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
2. Patrick Werner - MOLIT Institute - patrick.werner@molit.eu 
3. Mullai Murugan - BCM - murugan@bcm.edu 
4. Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
5. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
6. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
7. Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com  
8. Larry Babb - lbabb@broadinstitute.org 
9. Andrea Pitkus - apitkus@gmail.com 
10. Joe Quinn - Optum - joseph.quinn@optum.com 
11. Ning Xie - BCH - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
12. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
13. Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu  
14. Clem McDonald - NLM - clemmcdonald@mail.nih.gov  
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15. Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com  
16.  Jamie Parker- Carradora Health - jamie.parker@carradora.com  

 
 
Agenda: 

1. eMERGE project update- alignment/concerns (Mullai/Larry)  
a. https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12rpXXkZkjZLyXij0YhsfIcbeHQuUoGBkF

NFB_weK0Jg/edit#slide=id.p1 
2. VCF-FHIR translation work (Bob D) (didn’t cover today) 

 
Discussion: (Q/A with Larry Babb and Mullai Murugan on eMERGE mapping results) 

1. eMERGE project update- alignment/concerns 
a. Overall interpretation questions 

i. Positive result from incidental finding? 
ii. Overall interps for different panels/groups of findings/implications? 

b. Pharmacogenomic questions? 
i. Text blurbs in summary.text? 

1. Andrea: Are these coming from LDT or more standardized tests? 
ii. Grouping multiple citations/drugs together 

c. Region-studied 
i. Gene coverage (labs not structuring it uniformly 

d. Nested reports vs panels 
i. Choosing panels where can 

e. Methodology questions 
i. Lots of text for different sections/subsections of Observations 

1. Bob D: is this much structure in methodology going to be needed? 
2. Clem: could more of this be coded? In FHIR, each observation is 

meant to be able to stand on its own, so getting as much of the 
relevant methodology in that observation is ideal 

ii. Technical Assay panel?? 
iii. Where does the test itself get described? 

2. Next steps 
a. How best to get through the remaining sticking points and coordinate with the 

group 
i. Zulip / gForge / what else? 

1. Potentially have Larry/Mulai drive an additional meeting 
and/or continue to leverage Mondays and invite others. Kevin 
and others will do best to attend and coordinate with specific 
trackers to be voted on with the larger group. Could eventually 
become a "CG IG Implementors subgroup" call in long term 

2. Schedule time at WGM to get through additional updates 
3. Consider leveraging the connectathon as an additional 

resource 

mailto:bheale@gmail.com
mailto:jamie.parker@carradora.com
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12rpXXkZkjZLyXij0YhsfIcbeHQuUoGBkFNFB_weK0Jg/edit#slide=id.p1
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12rpXXkZkjZLyXij0YhsfIcbeHQuUoGBkFNFB_weK0Jg/edit#slide=id.p1


b. Clem: should look at an easy to digest version of the eMERGE spec for us to 
confirm 

i. We have an excel spreadsheet with the fields and descriptions, etc, will 
send out along with the current alignment image 

ii.  
Chat History: 
Andrea 11:14 AM nice overview 
Bret Heale 11:19 AM +1 can cause error in judgement if positive is related to incidental 
without indication that it is about incidental 
Andrea 11:19 AM This analysis is really great to see to make sure FHIR is implementable 
across those producing results. 
Andrea  11:23 AM Not sure I'd use diagnostic Gene panel to "group" report sections. Concur 
these are "sub reports" sections. This has been arising in CIMI, Cancer Reporting (for both 
pathology and radiology reporting), OO FHIR, & OO calls, but not yet resolved. 
Andrea 11:27 AM Are the Pgx methods done by a IVD vendor with a package insert indicating 
how their test is to be reported OR a lab developed test (LDT)? 
Andrea  11:30 AM Claude Nanjo has also done some FHIR resource implementation issues gap 
analysis with some O&O resources. Have you connected as it appears there's some overlap... 
Bret Heale 11:30 AM Important to attatch the recommendation to the drugs that are relevant 
Andrea 11:31 AM +1 Bret. agree 
Bret Heale 11:32 AM methodology. yeah, it has a mix of device, region studied,maybe more 
Andrea 11:46 AM Practioniner in O&O resources include both org as shown and individual 
technologist performing results, including primary tech, secondary tech/sup review and 
geneticist/pathologist interpretations, etc. (tracking required by regulatory) 
this would also be valuable (once stabile) to vs to FHIR mapping WG, O&O, FHIR examples, 
FHIR workflow.... 
Bret Heale 11:55 AM typically we vote on geforge on the Tuesday WG calls or at WGMs 
Kevin Power Host 11:56 AM I am supportive of Larry and Mullai driving their own meeting, and 
inviting any CG members that would like to attend. I will do my best to attend and ensure that 
feedback makes it way back to CG 
Kevin Power Host 11:57 AM Ultimately, the IG feedback needs to become trackers, and come 
through the normal CG process 
Alexander Mankovich 11:59 AM I think a meeting is a great idea. We are tackling this same 
problem at Philips with a variety of reporting structures. Would be happy to contribute where 
possible. 
Kevin Power Host 11:59 AM This could become an "CG IG Implementors subgroup" call longer 
term 
Andrea 12:00 PM how about Clinicians on FHIR ? 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting April 1st, 2019 
https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 

https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics


Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz) 
28. James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
29.  Ning Xie - BCH - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
30. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
31. Julian Sass - Berlin Institute of Health - julian.sass@bihealth.de  
32. Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com  
33. Andrea Pitkus - apitkus@gmail.com 
34. Jamie Parker - Carradora Health - jamie.parker@carradora.com  
35.  Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
36.  Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu 
37. Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com  

 
 
Agenda: 

3. confirm new connectathon page/attendance/poll for devdays ideas 
a. https://confluence.hl7.org/display/FHIR/2019-05+Clinical+Genomics+Track (new 

connectathon page) 
b. Participants (May 4-5) 

i. Gil, Jamie,  
4. check in on waiting for input trackers 
5. new trackers (6 below with leaning persuasions) 

a. may end early if key posters are unavailable 
6. Cancelling next week - Work on those examples! 

 

16184 
Genetic Impact - Need LOINC code for level of 
evidence 

Waiting on 
input (Kevin) 

Getting something to Clem 
shortly 

 

19947 
add discussion of tradeoffs involved in use of 
nomenclature-level HLA data 

Waiting on 
input (Bob M 
/Joel) Pending discussion 

 
 
Tracker Summary Affirmative Bob Dolin  

19836 LOINC: Described Variant component (coordinate system) valueCodeableConcept, 

Links http://www.hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019Jan/obs-described-variant.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 
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Details 

Existing wording: component (coordinate system) valueCodeableConcept Binding: 
GeneticCoordinateSystem (extensible) 
Ballot comment: We need to clarify the allowable values. While the spec says to draw codes from 
GeneticCoordinateSystem, all the examples include “0” or “1”.  

Follow-ups -Tue, 26 Mar 2019 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #58 - A-S-Submitted by: Bob Dolin  (Elimu Informatics)-On behalf 
of:  (bdolin@elimu.io) 

Disposition 
Persuasive - See email update from Clem and others on the listserv. Will reconcile similar 
trackers not voted on yet after call. 
 

 
Tracker Summary N/A  

20314 
Ideal strategy for handling a large amount of genomic results. Method needed to describe what things 
you looked at and didn&rsquo;t touch., 

Links N/A 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details 

A method is needed to clarify the ideal strategy for handling a large amount of genomic results, 
specifically to describe what things you looked at and didn’t touch. This was a finding from the Sync for 
Genes Phase 2 Pilot sites that particpated in the January 2019 Connectathon.  
There is a need to determine how to describe what test was done. Need to know what was investigated 
in the first place. What was targeted vs. what was interrogated. Both are recorded as part of the test 
documentation (unstructured narrative). Should representation of what was interrogated be structured. If 
you have a large panel would you want to send structured information in the report? 

Follow-ups 

-Sun, 31 Mar 2019 - by James Jones-The RegionStudied profile was added for this purpose, though 
there is essentially no guidance on using it in the IG. Will look at getting someone to draft some text 
either for the variant-reporting section or the top-level DR section, where panel/grouper and the result 
profiles are introduced 

Disposition 

Persuasive, add text to variant reporting or general 
 
At connectathon, labs wanted to be able to notate regions not specifically looked at for results, 
will have to draft text for guidance of regionStudied and update the pilots 

 
Tracker Summary Negative-Major Bob Dolin  

19845 Region Studied is an arbitrary location, 

Links http://www.hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019Jan/obs-region-studied.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details 

Existing wording: none 
Ballot comment: Need a Region Studied component for an arbitrary location (range of low to high). 
(Suggest we look at GA4GH htsget protocol, to see how they have implementated querying based on an 
arbitrary range) 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=20314
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19845
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Follow-ups 

-Tue, 26 Mar 2019 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #65 - NEG-Submitted by: Bob Dolin  (Elimu Informatics)-On 
behalf of:  (bdolin@elimu.io)-Wed, 27 Mar 2019 - by Kevin Power-So this 
?-http://samtools.github.io/hts-specs/htsget.html-From what I can see, it simply allows a 
reference/start/end parameters to be given, and the server is expected to determine the data (reads or 
variants) that fall into that range.  That is straight forward (in concept anyway), but it assumes you have 
all the data (BAM or VCF or some other representation that matches at least).  For at least a significant 
portion of the FHIR servers that will look to implement the Genomics Reporting IG, I don't think that is a 
good assumption?  Perhaps in a GACS type scenerio that is reasonable, so if we the WG feels we should 
support that sort of use case, then we could look at creating a FHIR Operation 
(https://build.fhir.org/operations.html) that closely matches the HTSGET protocol? 

Disposition 

Persuasive - support sending arbitrary regions (querying is a separate concern) 
Might be too much to report on, unsure how it would look at a large scale. On a small scale it 
might be useful but will need to consider it more 
 
Main purpose of regionstudied is to specify where the lab looked (which is something that is 
currently reported). More granular use cases need further consideration. 

 
Tracker Summary N/A  

20198 Medication Impact profile obs-med-impact (CG IG), 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/obs-med-impact.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details 

The required "medication assessed" component needs to be able to have a recommendation proposal 
from the lab. Each medication assessed for a given derived pgx genotype or complex diplotype finding 
that has a metabolic, transporter or efficacy impact should also be able to have a text and url 
recommendation.  Many PGX results show several drug-recommendations for a single PGX metab, 
efficacy or transporter impact. 
  
For example 
CYP2C19 *2/*2 may be a Poor Metabolizer for the following 
1) clipidogrel -https://cpicpgx.org/guidelines/guideline-for-clopidogrel-and-cyp2c19/- lab text abstract of 
interp/recommendation 
2) voriconaxzole - https://cpicpgx.org/guidelines/guideline-for-voriconazole-and-cyp2c19/- Lab text 
abstract of this 
3) citalopram, escitalopram - 
https://cpicpgx.org/guidelines/guideline-for-selective-serotonin-reuptake-inhibitors-and-cyp2d6-and-cyp2c1
9/- lab abstract 
4)amitriptyline, etc.. 
... 
  

Follow-ups -Sun, 31 Mar 2019 - by James Jones-It looks like the Observation's 0..* relatedArtifact extension -- 
http://build.fhir.org/metadatatypes.html#RelatedArtifactwould meet this need. Is something else required? 

Discussion 

Persuasive with mod - already supported via relatedArtifact, but could increase textual 
guidance. Should work this into an example !! and textual guidance to the page, with link to 
http://build.fhir.org/metadatatypes.html#RelatedArtifact 
 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=20198
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/obs-med-implication.html
http://build.fhir.org/metadatatypes.html#RelatedArtifact


 
Tracker Summary Affirmative John Moehrke  

19987 What about synthetic sequences? - CG #20, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/background.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details 

  
Submitted by: John Moehrke  (By Light) 
On behalf of:  (john.moehrke@bylight.com) 
Existing Wording: Overview 
--- 
Comment: 
First paragraph seems to limit the scope to genetic reporting based on 'real' specimen. What about 
synthetic sequences? 
--- 
Summary: 
What about synthetic sequences? 

Follow-ups 

-Fri, 22 Mar 2019 - by James Jones-Reached out to John--No specific use case in mind just wanting 
clarification in the text. Will have to consider along with 
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&amp;tracker_item_id=19920 
 

Discussion 

Cap accreditation defines specimens to include data files, particularly for reanalysis etc. Could 
reach out to CAP for summary of this if needed 
 
See 19920 

 
Tracker Summary Negative-Major Bob Dolin  

19920 Relax cardinality of specimen on all Computable Genetic Findings, 

Links http://www.hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019Jan/obs-comp-gen-finding.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details 
Relax cardinality of specimen from 1..1 to 0..1 in the Computable Genetic Finding profile, and all profiles 
derived from Computable Genetic Finding. Rationale is that we are translating VCF records from a 
genomic data server into FHIR Described Variants, and we don't have specimen information.  

Follow-ups 

-Tue, 19 Mar 2019 - by James Jones-Since we specifically require our Specimens to have a 
subject(patient | group | location), the current workaround to represent a Finding in our current IG with an 
unknown specimen is to give it a dummy resource (with Narrative context) and also make a dummy 
subject to assign it. This approach has merits, to show where the variant was observed and align it with 
main healthcare use cases...-However, the cardinalities on GenomicsReport.specimen and 
GenomicsReport.subject are already 0..1 so I don't see why we need to force a reference here. It would 
also simplify figure 3 on general reporting, which I like.-Tue, 26 Mar 2019 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #74 - 
NEG-Submitted by: Bob Dolin  (Elimu Informatics)-On behalf of:  (bdolin@elimu.io)-Wed, 27 Mar 2019 - 
by  
Kevin Power-What you are describing might make sense in a proof of concept or perhaps testing type 
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mode, but what sort of  real world use cases should we support where we don't have at least some 
knowledge about the specimen?-Jamie's point about GenomicsReport is a good one, and we should at 
least consider making our IG more internally consistant. 

Discussion 

Need to determine if we want to (consistently) either force sending Specimen or not require it. 
Leaning towards requiring even a dummy resource here for clarity. 
 
CLIA--for the US--in particular is specimen centric. Specimen tracking (whether physical or 
datafile) is key and addressed in CAP accreditation. 
 
Bret: One use case to send a sequence without a subject, could be if one is attempting to 
communicate an Internally used sequencing standard 
 
Kevin: while initial approach was to make profiles based off of existing reports, it could be a 
scenario where we may want to offer more flexibility 
 
Bret: clinical lab is not restricted on which standard reference they align sequences too. Right? 
There are some standards used to show that your sequencing is accurate. Will need to 
consider if the LOINC codes we use imply a specimen. May need to update/align them. 

 
Chat History 
Bret Heale 11:24 AM yes, not quite as low level as the quality in a region. But, in the example of 
a region studied as gene list. I wonder if it would be good to have a place for a binary (yes, 
quality good enough, or No, quality not high enough on this gene to report)? 
Joel Schneider 11:34 AM SSO probes may be proprietary, but corresponding hit tables may be 
published ... 
Bret Heale  11:35 AM how does this correspond to the use case for Observation Resource? Is 
19920 better as Molecular Sequence Resource profile? 
Joel Schneider 11:36 AM it's an example of a manufactured sequence 
Andrea 11:37 AM CLIA is specimen centric and if part of DR would be required 
Bret Heale 11:39 AM One use case to send a sequence without a subject, could be if one is 
attempting to communicate and Internally used sequencing standard 
Andrea 11:41 AM @bret, is that for research or library info? 
Bret Heale 11:42 AM clinical lab is not restricted on which standard reference they align 
sequences too. Right? There are some standards used to show that your sequencing is 
accurate. 
Bret Heale 11:42 AM so, both and clinical reporting. 
Andrea 11:43 AM right. thanks for clarifying 
Andrea 11:44 AM Also if it's EHR based reporting/analysis downstream, different aspects may 
or may not apply. 
Joel Schneider 11:45 AM for the international-level IG, it may be best to lean toward flexibility -- 
could always further restrict using an additional IG 
Joel Schneider 11:45 AM +1 
Andrea 11:45 AM right 
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Agenda: 

1. Follow-up trackers 
2. Recap High Level Diagram and empty pages 

 
Discussion: 

1. New trackers headway 
 
Tracker 19996   

Summary Add additional tab in header to ease navigation to the relevant informational pages of the implementation 
guide - CG #29, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/index.html 

Recommen
dation Ready for Vote 

Details 

  
Submitted by: Kanwarpreet Sethi  (Lantana Consulting Group) 
On behalf of: Arvind Jagannathan (arvind.jagannathan@lantanagroup.com) 
--- 
Comment: 
The links in the header "Content and organization" shouldn't be buried and only found within this section. 
They should be accessible from a tab within the main header and not just the Table of Contents.  Also, fix 
the numbering within each page to properly given unique numbers to each section of a page. 
--- 
Summary: 
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Add additional tab in header to ease navigation to the relevant informational pages of the implementation 
guide 

Follow-ups  

Disposition 

Proposal: Persuasive - add more navigation links to src\includes\menu.mxl (preferably a 
drop-down) 
 
Add Navigation tab “Quick Links” and “Appendices”, change name of Domain Analysis page to 
“Query Examples” 

 
2.  

Tracker Summary Affirmative Joel Schneider  

19947 add discussion of tradeoffs involved in use of nomenclature-level HLA data, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/histocompatibility.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details 

A general discussion of the tradeoffs involved in usage of nomenclature-level HLA data would be 
helpful. 
Topics could include the closed-world assumption involved in generating an allele call, the possible 
introduction of additional ambiguity when converting (or interpreting) primary data into nomenclature, 
possible interoperability advantages (and widespread established clinical and scientific usage) of 
nomenclature-level HLA data, and the utility of using nomenclature-level HLA data when comparing data 
obtained via different laboratory methods. 

Follow-ups -Mon, 14 Jan 2019 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #17 - A-S-Submitted by: Joel Schneider  (Elimu Informatics)-On 
behalf of:  (jschneid@nmdp.org) 

Discussion 
Persuasive - but need drafted text to add 
 
Joel and Bob M will work offline to draft this text and get it back to the group 

    

Tracker Summary Affirmative FHIR Bot 

19987 What about synthetic sequences? - CG #20, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/background.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details 

 Submitted by: John Moehrke  (By Light) 
On behalf of:  (john.moehrke@bylight.com) 
Existing Wording: Overview 
--- 
Comment: 
First paragraph seems to limit the scope to genetic reporting based on 'real' specimen. What about 
synthetic sequences? 
--- 
Summary: 
What about synthetic sequences? 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19947
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/histocompatibility.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19987
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/background.html


Follow-ups  

Discussion 
Thoughts? Adding clarification text seems persuasive if that is what John is asking for. Will 
reach out for clarification if a larger use case is being requested. 
 

    

Tracker Summary Affirmative George Dixon  

19986 Suggested Use Case Addition - CG #15, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/usecases.html 

Resolution 
Notes Likely ready to mark as not persuasive once we add to DAM updates 

Details 

  
Submitted by: George Dixon  (Allscripts) 
On behalf of:  (george.dixon@allscripts.com) 
--- 
Comment: 
Use Case suggested addition Under 3, Other. Consider a use case for Law Enforcement. This use case 
would also entail privacy / legal override considerations. 
--- 
Summary: 
Suggested Use Case Addition 

Follow-ups  

Disposition 

Thoughts? Seems initially out of scope, unless someone wants to take it on 
 
Questions here, chain of custody, drug testing for transportation, etc. 
Should be built out and scoped in the DAM before going directly into the IG. 
 
Will find out procedure for requests to update the DAM from Gil. 

    
Tracker Summary Affirmative George Dixon  

19983 Definitions specific to genomics - CG #12, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/index.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details 

  
Submitted by: George Dixon  (Allscripts) 
On behalf of:  (george.dixon@allscripts.com) 
--- 
Comment: 
Consider your reading audience, Implementators need clinical support and its ultimately on them to find 
that. A first step to assist that, this documentation needs is to reduce the level of mental processing 
needed, there needs to be a terminology definitions reference specifically for Genomics. 
--- 
Summary: 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19986
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/usecases.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19983
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/index.html


Definitions specific to genomics 

Follow-ups  

Disposition Mark as duplicate - see 16513 
 

 
Tracker 19998 Affirmative FHIR Bot 

Summary Add more details about what the figure is attempting to describe. - CG #31, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/general.html 

Disposition 

Proposal: persuasive - Add textual legend describing usage of these diagrams. (need to 
hash out text) 
 
Figure 1. Genomics Report and the categories of Observation profiles able to be referenced 
under 'result'. Note that The categories of profiles with a common structure and purpose. 
 
Figure 2. The relationships between the categories of Observation profiles able to be 
referenced by Genomics Report under `result`.  
Figure 3. Should likely be 2 diagrams... 

    

Tracker 19864 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary Rename abstract profiles in a consistent and easily recognizable way, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/toc.html 

Recommen
dation Ready for vote 

Details 

When reviewing the contents of the IG, it is not clear when review which profiles are abstract and which 
are implementable.  I would propose we adopt a consistent naming convention to clearly indicate to a 
reviewer the type of profile.  This would need to be reflected on the profile page itself, the profiles name 
on the TOC, and any reference to it on other pages in the IG. 
On the TOC, we could include a note explaining our naming convention. 
Ideas: 
1) Append a common suffix to profile names (like " - Base" or "- Abstract" or perhaps " (A)") 
2) To match the diagrams, italicize the name on the TOC page - though this is unlikely to work n the 
profile page) 

Follow-ups -Mon, 14 Jan 2019 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #49 - A-C-Submitted by: Kevin Power  (Cerner)-On behalf of: 
(Kevin.Power@cerner.com) 

Discussion 

Proposal: Persuasive with mod - move and expand explanation of this concept to the top of 
General Genomic Reporting (currently under figure 3). Also separate out the abstract profiles 
on the TOC and add guidance to the description of each abstract profile. 
 
Patrick-would favor ‘abstract’ to base as it is more clear. 
Lloyd-separating them out in the TOC and providing guidance certainly makes sense but using 
the name of the profile to convey metadata isn’t necessarily recommended. If we ever change 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19998
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/general.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19864
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/toc.html


the artifact from abstract to concrete you would have to change the id which is not great. 
Would prefer we come up with a better way.  
 
Jamie can’t figure out how best to edit the TOC page but has mocked up a new grouping 
called “Abstract” on artifacts.html 
 
Create abstract profile group.  

    

Tracker 19991 Affirmative FHIR Bot 

Summary Caution on _profile query - CG #24, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/usecases.html 

Recommen
dation Ready for Vote 

Details 

  
Submitted by: John Moehrke  (By Light) 
On behalf of:  (john.moehrke@bylight.com) 
Existing Wording: _profile=http://hl7.org/fhir/StructureDefinition/observation-geneticsGene 
--- 
Comment: 
Although this will work with some servers, the _profile query parameter is not a strong query parameter to 
use for selecting genomics information. It will also not work at all on servers that explicitly don't support 
the query parameter. It will give false-negatives on a server which was not given profile conformance 
values, or does not do automatic tagging. 
This query parameter is also not very likely to reduce the returned results in any signficant way.  
I recommend against use of it due to these factors. 
--- 
Summary: 
Caution on _profile query 

Follow-ups  

Discussion 

Proposal:  Persuasive with mod - update search examples for DAM use cases to not require 
the `_profile` query and provide better guidance in line with current IG and upcoming 
examples. 
 
Need to redo the examples with current standards and structures. 
 
Andrea: Is there a callout on where to use our IG as opposed to other basic information with 
O&O profiles, e.g. BRCA indicator. Happening in other areas as well as genomics. 
Bret: we had an example of setting this up to share with Clem, will follow up with that. 
 

 
 
Chat History: 
Andrea 11:13 AM they seem like different topics so makes sense to keep them separate. 
11:14 AM overview? 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19991
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/usecases.html


11:40 AM Thought we had a glossary page started... 
Bret Heale 11:48 AM +1 to DAM for law 
 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting March 4th, 2019 
https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 

Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz) 
1. James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
2. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
3. Joseph Kane - Epic - jkane@epic.com 
4. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
5. Ning Xie - BCH - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
6. Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu 
7. Patrick Werner - MOLIT Institut - patrick.werner@molit.eu 
8. Andrea Pitkus - apitkus@gmail.com 
9. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
10. Amnon Ptashek - genptashek@gmail.com 
11. Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com  
12.  Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
13.  Bret Heale -  Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com  
14. Jamie Parker - Carradora Health - jamie.parker@carradora.com  
15. Joe Quinn - Optum - joseph.quinn@optum.com 
16. Bob Milius - NMDP/CIBMTR - bmilius@nmdp.org 
17. Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com  

 
 
Agenda: 

1. Negative ballot comment resolutions 
2. Recap High Level Diagram including changes from WGM and recent block votes 
3. New trackers headway 

 
Discussion: 

1. Negative ballot comment resolutions 
16510 Need more examples call for examples sign-up 

sheet set up last week  

 

https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics
mailto:james.jones.bch@gmail.com
mailto:lmckenzie@gevityinc.com
mailto:jschneid@nmdp.org
mailto:sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu
mailto:patrick.werner@molit.eu
mailto:apitkus@gmail.com
mailto:bdolin@elimu.io
mailto:genptashek@gmail.com
mailto:kpower@cerner.com
mailto:liz.amos@nih.gov
mailto:bheale@gmail.com
mailto:jamie.parker@carradora.com
mailto:joseph.quinn@optum.com
mailto:bmilius@nmdp.org
mailto:bheale@gmail.com
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16510&start=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kYzfQMbTXwb4yt-tOKh9FfNcYjiK0W-PXwOJyoPH8PU/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kYzfQMbTXwb4yt-tOKh9FfNcYjiK0W-PXwOJyoPH8PU/edit#gid=0


Will reach out to recent 

connectathon participants and 

Larry Babb for examples. 

Also May Terry from Mitre 

 
16184 Genetic Impact - Need LOINC code for level of 

evidence 

Kevin to draft an extensible 

LOINC answer list to 

generalize/subsume CPIC, 

MVLD, and other use cases 

 
16860 Inserted text on somatic variants - 

2018-May Genomics #52 

(Leaning Persuasive) - Proposed additional 

text:  Somatic variants themselves can be 

reported without using this profile but this profile 

is needed to report prognostic, diagnostic and 

therapeutic complications. 

16863 Clarification needed for predictive impact 

beyond prognoses - 2018-May Genomics 

#53 

http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/s

omatics.html 

16871 Specialization for somatic variant might 

not be necessary - 2018-May Genomics 

#56 

Consideration for collapsing 3 somatic profiles 

into 1, and/or more closely tying it to 

Pharmacogenomics 

 

Bret: do we need to define the exact value sets 

here or can we have a larger one and allow 

people to pick from it here? Is it a problem of 

people preferring different words for similar 

concepts or are they different concepts? 

 

Patrick: I can see they are similar concepts… 

 

Kevin: do we want to look into the profiles more 

closely to minimize the overlap? We could also 

leave them as is for this version, or remove them 

for simplicity. 

 

Bob D: could look into it a bit but they are 

different concepts to me. 

 

Bret: one way to look at integrating these 

concepts is to forge a cancer profile off of a base 

Pgx profile? 

 

Andrea: current work seems to line up well with 

several other works, cimi etc 

 

Bob D: if you look at oncokb and pharmgkb they 

may be treating these things a bit differently. I 

could bring their approaches in here to see how it 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16184&start=0
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16184&start=0
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16860&start=0
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16860&start=0
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16863&start=0
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16863&start=0
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16863&start=0
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/somatics.html
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/somatics.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16871&start=0
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16871&start=0
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16871&start=0


lines up. Question is if the participants doing the 

work will agree with our decisions here. 

 

Lloyd: Idea with the somatic approach is it is not 

necessarily limited to drugs, other treatment 

options were intended to be supported. 

 

Patrick: Yes but the profile currently only speaks 

about medication implications. Could repurpose 

this profile for non-medication implications. 

 

Andrea: would it be possible for a join call with 

Mitre/CIC and others to help harmonize things? 

 

Bret: will set up a zulip stream for coordinating 

2. Review High Level Diagram including recent changes from WGM and recent block votes 
a. https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1UeK6KQmuEQzgJX8qJ91AwjxeoPFENW6

o3bRu8KZcpqs/edit 
i. Bob D: Regarding the “Structural Genetic Finding” profile, should that just 

be part of variant? 
ii. Kevin: it would be the only thing filled out in the larger profile if that were 

the case. Clem wanted us to keep ISCN (and even call the profile “ISCN” 
something to tell people where to put that information if they have it). It is 
a report-level piece of information. 

iii. Discussion would have been Tuesday at the WGM, was voted in recent 
block (previously named “Cytogenomic Nomenclature”) 

iv. Bob M: CIBMTR uses it (ISCN), it is something we collect. Regarding the 
push towards NGS, that is a main focus but we do need to report different 
technologies as well so should not limit the IG against them. 

v. Bob D: by removing the FISH stuff and karyotype stuff, wondering if 
there’s sufficient structure in the IG left, ISCN seems to be the only 
information they can add now. I would prefer a different name, as we 
have lots of information about structural variants we can deliver within 
Variant itself, and it sounds like we are splitting some of it out here. 

vi. Should look at realigning this section…. 
vii.  

3. New trackers headwayChat History 
Bret Heale 11:07 AM do we have a list of connectathon participants? Perhaps they would 
contribute some of their work as examples? 
 
Bret Heale 11:08 AM Terry May of MItre 
Bret Heale 11:29 AM medications are prescribed to achieve and outcome. There is a state 
(disease or tumor) which the medication is meant to alter. 
Bret Heale 11:31 AM could we create a profile off of the PGx work that was tumor specific? 
 

https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1UeK6KQmuEQzgJX8qJ91AwjxeoPFENW6o3bRu8KZcpqs/edit
https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1UeK6KQmuEQzgJX8qJ91AwjxeoPFENW6o3bRu8KZcpqs/edit


Bret Heale +1 CIC and Miter joint call. Similar as Larry Bab - be good to get them on Zulip 
 
Bret Heale @andrea et al : 
https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179197-genomics/topic/Cancer.20Interoperability.20Chat 
 
Bret Heale set up and sent out zulip chat to CIC folks...hope we get some discussion going. I 
think it is an excellent mechanism to get more input from a broader base.  
 
Bob https://www.cibmtr.org/manuals/fim/1/en/topic/appendix-c 
 
Patrick https://confluence.hl7.org/display/CGW/2019-01+CG+WGM+Minutes 
 
Kevin Power 
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19936&st
art=0 
 
Patrick http://varnomen.hgvs.org/recommendations/DNA/variant/complex/ 
 
Bret Heale @patrick the resource looks interesting. HGVS is recommending adding ISCN to the 
HGVS string, right? 
 
Patrick i pointed to it mainly because they call this complex variant but yeah they combine hgvs 
with ISCN (if i understood it correct) 
 
  

 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting February 25th, 2019 
https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 

Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz) 
1. James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
2. Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu 
3. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
4. Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com  
5. Ning Xie - BCH - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
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6. Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
7. Jamie Parker - Carradora Health - jamie.parker@carradora.com  
8. Andrea Pitkus - apitkus@gmail.com 
9. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
10. Alex Mankovich - Philips - alex.mankovich@philips.com  
11. Clem McDonald - NLM -clemmcdonald@mail.nih.gov  
12. Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com 

 
 
 
 
Agenda: 

1. Connectathon check-in http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=201905_Clinical_Genomics 
2. Recap negative ballot comment resolutions 
3. New trackers headway 

 
 
 
Discussion: 

1.  Connectathon page: http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=201905_Clinical_Genomics 
a. Any changes in attendance? 

i. Add yourselves here or to the wiki 
1.  

b. Updated test scripts needed for IG 
i. Will reach out to Richard, see if there’s an alternative 

2. negative ballot comment resolutions 
a. Coordinate system text: https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179197-genomics 

i. Clem will confirm with NCBI to confirm the text we have for 0-based and 
1-based  

b. Previously deferred negatives 
i. Q: is there a deadline for reconciliation? 
ii. A: depends if we want to re-ballot. For publication it is less rigid. 

c. Recap of panel discussion: 
Tracker 19937 Negative-Major Liz Amos 

Summary Panel is allowed but it is confusing, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes FLAGGED AS READY TO VOTE 

Details 
6. Panel is allowed but is confusing. It is really a set of related observations. If so perhaps it should be 
expressed that way. Should it be at the order level or the observation level? In a sense, components 
represent a panel. 

mailto:liz.amos@nih.gov
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https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19937
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/general.html


Follow-ups 
- by Kevin Power-WGM Jan 2019:-If it were possible to refer to Diagnostic Reports, we may not need 
Panel-See DiagnosticReport extension "extends"-We will ask OO if they agree with our proposed 
resolution to tracker 19937 

Discussion 

Proposal: Persuasive with mod -- 
 

1. Add textual guidance pointing out the two approaches to nesting information 
(nested/referenced reports AND nested/grouped observations) 

2. Change name on panel to show it is NOT currently 1-1 with ordering panels 
(“grouper”) 

3. Change cardinality of recommended-action reference (should be 0..*) 
 

4. File a separate tracker for how to align best with O&O on the ordering side (to 
confirm our use of serviceRequest can align with the other notion of “panel”) 

 
Andrea: Radiology possibly has done recent work on “report sections” and we should confirm 
with O&O what we are doing is compatible. 
Bob M: should update other groups (s4g, etc) on this change as they have been implementing 
panel recently. 
In regards to the textual guidance for #1: where to use multiple genomics reports referencing 
each other vs using “grouper” observations to collate groups of findings into a larger report: 

● One consideration is if individual results are a full report, done by different labs at 
different times. This should be done with “dr-extends” extension to reference the 
previous report. 

● Where multiple findings (potentially from different tests) are created at the same time, 
grouper can be used to send all information on one report. 

● Where multiple serviceRequests exist, grouper can be used or multiple reports could 
be generated. Preference is not clear here… 

●  
Example: report may have 2 “panels” of observations on the same request,  
 
The term “report section” has also been suggested but may have issues if the report is 
exposed as a FHIR ‘document’, which will have sections, which are not used the same way. 
 

 
Chat History 
Bret Heale 11:40 AM I like a joint zulip, +1 grouper 
Kevin Power Host 11:42 AM not a big fan of Grouper, but don't have a better suggestion :) 
11:45 AM I still suggest we remove this profile completely until we get the O&O clarifications 
Andrea 11:50 AM instead of grouper, could use report section. I believe other resources use 
that term. 
Deepak Sharma 11:55 AM composer ? 
Kevin Power Host 11:56 AM https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/group?s=t 
Joel Schneider 11:56 AM <3 aggregator 
 

http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/obs-gen-panel.html


FHIR Subgroup Meeting February 11th, 2019 
https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 

Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz) 
1. James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
2. Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com  
3. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
4. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
5. Alex Mankovich - Philips - alex.mankovich@philips.com  
6. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
7. Patrick Werner - MOLIT Institute - patrick.werner@molit.eu 
8. Sameer Malhotra- Weill Cornell Medicine sam2032@med.cornell.edu 
9. Andrea Pitkus - apitkus@gmail.com 
10. Ning Xie - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
11. Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu  
12. Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
13. Clem McDonald - NLM - clemmcdonald@mail.nih.gov  

 
Agenda: 

1. Connectathon check-in http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=201905_Clinical_Genomics 
2. DevDays 
3. Recap negative ballot comment resolutions 
4. New trackers headway 

 
Discussion 

1. Connectathon check-in http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=201905_Clinical_Genomics May 4-5 
Montreal 

a. Attendance? 
i. Alex Mankovich 

2. DevDays June 10-12 www.devdays.com Redmond, WA 
a. Attendance? 

i. Lloyd McKenzie 
ii. Sameer Malhotra sam2032@med.cornell.edu  

3. Recap negative ballot comment resolutions 
Tracker 19937 Negative-Major Liz Amos 
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Summary Panel is allowed but it is confusing, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes  

Details 
6. Panel is allowed but is confusing. It is really a set of related observations. If so perhaps it should be 
expressed that way. Should it be at the order level or the observation level? In a sense, components 
represent a panel. 

Follow-ups 
- by Kevin Power-WGM Jan 2019:-If it were possible to refer to Diagnostic Reports, we may not need 
Panel-See DiagnosticReport extension "extends"-We will ask OO if they agree with our proposed 
resolution to tracker 19937 

Discussion 

Proposal: Persuasive with mod -- 
 

5. Add textual guidance pointing out the two approaches to nesting information 
(nested/referenced reports AND nested/grouped observations) 

6. Change name on panel to show it is NOT 1-1 with ordering panels (“grouper” / 
“subgroup” / “reporting section”) 

7. Change cardinality of recommended-action reference (should be 0..*) 
 

File a separate tracker for the name/alignment with O&O 

    

Tracker 19876 Negative-Major Bob Milius 

Summary many examples do not validate against an IG profile using the FHIR Validator, 

Links http://www.hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019Jan/CG-IG-HLA-FullBundle-01.html 

Resolution 
Notes Updated as Ready To Vote 

Details 

many CG IG examples do not validate against CG IG profiles using the FHIR Validator 
see zulip chats at 
https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179197-genomics/topic/validating.20against.20the.20IGand 
https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179177-conformance 

Follow-ups -Mon, 14 Jan 2019 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #1 - NEG-Submitted by: Bob Milius  (National Marrow Donor 
Program)-On behalf of:  (bmilius@nmdp.org) 

Discussion 

Proposal: persuasive with mod - fix examples, create textual guidance in the IG for where 
and how to validate. 
 
 
IG publisher produces an npm package, will work on making that go directly to hapi in the near 
future. 

    

Tracker 19938 Negative-Major Liz Amos 

Summary Add LOINC code to describe counting rule, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/general.html 

http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/general.html
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/obs-gen-panel.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19876
http://www.hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019Jan/CG-IG-HLA-FullBundle-01.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19938
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/general.html


Resolution 
Notes Updated as Ready To Vote 

Details 
Need to be sure to create LOINC term to describe the counting rule and is added to V2 (probably) and to 
the FHIR version. Would I go into observation common properties or in the report? (Would be confusing if 
allowed to change anywhere in a study). 

Follow-ups -Mon, 14 Jan 2019 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #9 - NEG-Submitted by: Clement McDonald  (National Library of 
Medicine)-On behalf of:  (ClemMcDonald@mail.nih.gov) 

Discussion 

Proposal: persuasive with mod - update list (and code) for coordinate system only: (0-based 
or 1-based). Update the text with information on alignment methods, differentiating from the 
coordinate system itself. 
 
Could provide a separate code/list for alignment method (this tracker is not requesting that). 
 
 
Zulip chat for it to further discussion: 
https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179197-genomics/topic/CoordinateSystem.20ValueSet 
 
Alternative method using “open” an “half-open” may be a difference between coordinate 
system and alignment format.... VCF uses 1-based system but the alignment method may not 
be consistent throughout (1000 genomes, eg) left vs right justification. May be a separate 
concept and only work on this level with 1-based or 0-based. Could warrant a new 
component/field for alignment method in addition to coordinate system. 
 
Clem: need more information on finalizing the list for alignment method (left vs right, null 
values, etc) 
BobD: yes it may be hard to write out the alignment method with a simple answer list of 
left-right. There are a couple of good resources on this. Will add some information on 
alignment methods in the zulip chat but it won’t be able to be exhaustive… 
Clem: I can enlist someone from NCBI, eg, to help us finalize it once we get a draft. 
Bret: how important is alignment method, clinically (or even for other downstream uses) 
Answer: probably not worthwhile to send. 
 

 
 

4. New trackers headway 
Tracker 19998 Affirmative FHIR Bot 

Summary Add more details about what the figure is attempting to describe. - CG #31, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/general.html 

Recommen
dation  

https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179197-genomics/topic/CoordinateSystem.20ValueSet
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19998
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/general.html


Details 

  
Submitted by: Kanwarpreet Sethi  (Lantana Consulting Group) 
On behalf of: Arvind Jagannathan (arvind.jagannathan@lantanagroup.com) 
--- 
Comment: 
There doesn't appear to be any description of how the figures should be read.  Yes, there is some 
information given about certain pieces of each figure, but the overall description of what is attempting to 
be conveyed by figure 1 is missing. For example, a paragraph stating that figure 1 shows a Genomics 
Report and the 5 possible observation types that can be recorded, how frequently they can occur in said 
report, and how these observations relate to each other (or whatever the intended meaning that is meant 
to be conveyed by the figure is) would be useful information to convey in text to avoid any confusion. 
--- 
Summary: 
Add more details about what the figure is attempting to describe. 

Follow-ups  

Disposition 

Proposal: persuasive - Add textual legend describing usage of these diagrams. (need to 
hash out text) 
 
Will draft text for a future block vote. 

    

Tracker 19864 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary Rename abstract profiles in a consistent and easily recognizable way, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/toc.html 

Recommen
dation  

Details 

When reviewing the contents of the IG, it is not clear when review which profiles are abstract and which 
are implementable.  I would propose we adopt a consistent naming convention to clearly indicate to a 
reviewer the type of profile.  This would need to be reflected on the profile page itself, the profiles name 
on the TOC, and any reference to it on other pages in the IG. 
On the TOC, we could include a note explaining our naming convention. 
Ideas: 
1) Append a common suffix to profile names (like " - Base" or "- Abstract" or perhaps " (A)") 
2) To match the diagrams, italicize the name on the TOC page - though this is unlikely to work n the 
profile page) 

Follow-ups -Mon, 14 Jan 2019 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #49 - A-C-Submitted by: Kevin Power  (Cerner)-On behalf of: 
(Kevin.Power@cerner.com) 

Discussion 

Proposal: Persuasive with mod - move and expand explanation of this concept to the top of 
General Genomic Reporting (currently under figure 3). Also separate out the abstract profiles 
on the TOC and add guidance to the description of each abstract profile. 
 
Patrick-would favor ‘abstract’ to base as it is more clear. 
Lloyd-separating them out in the TOC and providing guidance certainly makes sense but using 
the name of the profile to convey metadata isn’t necessarily recommended. If we ever change 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19864
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/toc.html


the artifact from abstract to concrete you would have to change the id which is not great. 
Would prefer we come up with a better way.  
 
Jamie will mock up the TOC page with changes and we can assess changing names if that is 
not clear enough. 

    

Tracker 19991 Affirmative FHIR Bot 

Summary Caution on _profile query - CG #24, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/usecases.html 

Recommen
dation  

Details 

  
Submitted by: John Moehrke  (By Light) 
On behalf of:  (john.moehrke@bylight.com) 
Existing Wording: _profile=http://hl7.org/fhir/StructureDefinition/observation-geneticsGene 
--- 
Comment: 
Although this will work with some servers, the _profile query parameter is not a strong query parameter to 
use for selecting genomics information. It will also not work at all on servers that explicitly don't support 
the query parameter. It will give false-negatives on a server which was not given profile conformance 
values, or does not do automatic tagging. 
This query parameter is also not very likely to reduce the returned results in any signficant way.  
I recommend against use of it due to these factors. 
--- 
Summary: 
Caution on _profile query 

Follow-ups  

Discussion Proposal:  Persuasive with mod - update search examples for DAM use cases to not require 
the `_profile` query and provide better guidance. 

 
Tracker 19996 Affirmative FHIR Bot 

Summary Add additional tab in header to ease navigation to the relevant informational pages of the implementation 
guide - CG #29, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/index.html 

Recommen
dation  

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19991
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/usecases.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19996
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/index.html


Details 

  
Submitted by: Kanwarpreet Sethi  (Lantana Consulting Group) 
On behalf of: Arvind Jagannathan (arvind.jagannathan@lantanagroup.com) 
--- 
Comment: 
The links in the header "Content and organization" shouldn't be buried and only found within this section. 
They should be accessible from a tab within the main header and not just the Table of Contents.  Also, fix 
the numbering within each page to properly given unique numbers to each section of a page. 
--- 
Summary: 
Add additional tab in header to ease navigation to the relevant informational pages of the implementation 
guide 

Follow-ups  

Disposition 

Proposal: Persuasive - add more navigation links to src\includes\menu.mxl (preferably a 
drop-down) 
 
Jamie will mock up adding links to this page. 

 
Chat History: 
Andrea 11:05 AM recommend 19937 be deferred until addressed in O&O. How about 
report section? Why don't' you separate each topic out as separate trackers. 
 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting February 4th, 2019 
https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 

Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz) 
1. James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
2. Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare -  bheale@gmail.com  
3. Dora Finkeisen - MOLIT Institut - dora.finkeisen@molit.eu 
4. Patrick Werner - MOLIT Institut - Patrick.Werner@molit.eu 
5. Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
6. Julian Sass - Berlin Institute of Health - julian.sass@bihealth.de  
7. Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu  
8. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
9. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
10. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org  
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mailto:bheale@gmail.com
mailto:dora.finkeisen@molit.eu
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11. Rien Wertheim - rien@fire.ly 
12. Clem McDonald - NLM - clemmcdonald@mail.nih.gov  
13. Ning xie -BCH - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
14. Ling Teng-BCH -tenglingling@gmail.com 
15. Andrea Pitkus - apitkus@gmail.com 

 
Agenda: 

1. Dev Days (Guest: Rien Wertheim) 
2. Connectathon prep 
3. Continuing Ballot Trackers from last week 
4. New trackers recommendations (didn’t address) 
5. Vocab Harmonization (didn’t address) 

 
Discussion 

1. FHIR Dev Days (Guest: Rien Wertheim) June 10-12 www.devdays.com 
a. GOAL: Let Rien know what we have in mind (sessions, working titles, level, etc.) 

i. Tutorial and/or LET’S BUILD (more steak than sizzle!) 
ii. Introductory and/or advanced (advanced being really advanced, not just a part 

2 of the intro) 
iii. APIs/sandboxes/IGs/examples etc. are very welcome 
iv. If you have ongoing projects you might also consider to apply for an additional 

session in the Community Track. 
v. Note: #sessions also depend on the available time slots in the schedule, which 

is hard to say at this time. 
b. Discussion 

i. June 10-12 Redmond WA Microsoft campus 
ii. Focus on 40 minute FHIR tutorials, organized into tracks/themes (e.g. devs, 

imaging, terminologies, etc) 
iii. Large hands-on area for coding/networking 
iv. LET’S BUILD sessions - guided exercises, following up on tutorials 
v. Expect ~50 experts/speakers 
vi. Interested in FHIR Genomics track 

1. Integrate with connectathon track and current WGM tutorials (current 
resources/examples) 

2. Looking for guiding newcomers through coding - how to implement 
FHIR in Genomics 

3. Target audience is new people, more educational 
4. Re: IG work, could have genomics table to discuss IG and build 

profiles, different scenarios depending on maturity of content 
vii. Presentations and exercises for Let’s Build should be available before June 
viii. Need in advance: 

1. Commitment to the track 
2. Name/bio for speaker and track name/outline/intended level (~mar 1) 
3. (Registrants until sold out) 

ix. Q: feedback mechanisms: general feedback form for the event, real-time 
interactive feedback from hands-on area 

x. Thanks Rien! 
xi. Risk in choosing the right scope for this: too simple vs too complicated… 

mailto:rien@fire.ly
mailto:clemmcdonald@mail.nih.gov
mailto:ningxie2018@gmail.com
mailto:-tenglingling@gmail.com
mailto:apitkus@gmail.com
http://www.devdays.com/


1. Start with broad overview 
2. Prepare basic examples and also more in-depth use case 

xii. Patrick won’t be able to attend but would love to help in planning, will be 
attending the Amsterdam DevDays in November 

xiii. Next steps: solidify outline and prepare for end of month 
2. Connectathon prep 

a. New topics? 
b. http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=201905_Clinical_Genomics 

3. Continuing Ballot Trackers from last week 

19937 Panel is allowed but it is confusing, 

Update from Tuesday:  
Patrick will reach out to OO re: DR extension, 
should keep panel in some sense but make clear 
it is arbitrary (card on recommended-action?) 

1. Will want to change name on panel to 
show it is NOT 1-1 with ordering 
panels (“grouper”, e.g. ) 

2. address the cardinality of 
recommended-action (should be 0..*) 

3. Consider overlap with RegionStudied 
New discussion: 
Need to be able to do both (group observations 
together and also nest/reference whole reports 
when needed) need to disambiguate the overlap 
here and describe the intended approach to the 
use cases. 
How it pairs with OBR-4, manual vs automated… 
Bret: regionStudied.hasMember can also group 
genetic Findings in a way that is similar to the 
sequence resource.  
Patrick: Ambiguity here on region requested vs 
regionStudied (how best to get to region 
requested from the report itself) 

19876 
many examples do not validate against an IG profile 
using the FHIR Validator, 

draft validating 101 text, fix examples, follow-up 
on HAPIpak 

19938 Add LOINC code to describe counting rule, 

Follow-up with Clem, is the coordinate system 
Bob D: spec points to a fhir valueset, LOINC 
could give us a better answerset and we could 
stop using our internal one. Will have to look at 
Bob M’s take on it, and the spreadsheet Bret 
uploaded before the WGM. Will need to come up 
with a list to get to Clem/LOINC 
Will set up a Zulip chat for it to further 
discussion. (including how to map from HGVS 
e.g, which is 1-based) 
https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179197-geno
mics/topic/CoordinateSystem.20ValueSet 
 

 
4. New trackers recommendations 

http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=201905_Clinical_Genomics
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19937
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19876
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19938
https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179197-genomics/topic/CoordinateSystem.20ValueSet
https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179197-genomics/topic/CoordinateSystem.20ValueSet


Chat History 
 
Bret Heale 11:13 AM be good to have the tutorial agenda/topics/content overview commented on by our FHIR 
sub-group. Wonder if the larger WG should be given a week to comment as well? objective: cover all current 
uses/thoughts on implementation that we can 
 
Patrick Host 11:57 http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2018May/ValueSet-genetic-coordinate-system.json 
 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting January 28th, 2019 
https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 

Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz) 
18. James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
19. Patrick Werner - MOLIT Institute / Heilbronn University - patrick.werner@molit.eu 
20. Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
21. Andrea Pitkus - apitkus@gmail.com 
22. Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com  
23. Ning Xie - BCH - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
24. Ling teng -BCH -tenglingling@gmail.com 
25. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
26. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
27. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolni@elimu.io  
28.  Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com 
29.  Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deeak2@mayo.edu  
30.   
31.  

 
Agenda: 

6. Connectathon recap/prep 
7. Update on PSS timelines 
8. Negative ballot comment updates 

19937 Panel is allowed but it is confusing, 

Update from Tuesday:  
Patrick reaching out to OO re: 
DR extension, should keep 
panel in some sense but make 
clear it is arbitrary (card on 
recommended-action?) 

https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics
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mailto:patrick.werner@molit.eu
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19876 
many examples do not validate against an IG 
profile using the FHIR Validator, 

draft validating 101 text, fix 
examples, follow-up on 
HAPIpak 

19938 Add LOINC code to describe counting rule, 
Follow-up with Clem, next 
week 

 
9. Other ballot comment resolutions (didn’t address on call) 

19864 Rename abstract profiles in a consistent and easily recognizable way, 

19998 
Add more details about what the figure is attempting to describe. - CG 
#31, 

19996 
Add additional tab in header to ease navigation to the relevant 
informational pages of the implementation guide - CG #29, 

19991 Caution on _profile query - CG #24, 
 
 
Discussion 

5. Connectathon recap/prep (Montreal in May) 
a. Focus track on more broad scenarios rather than specific use cases 

i. Creating and validating IG-compliant FHIR resources 
ii. Querying FHIR repositories and enabling GACS operations 
iii. Pharmacogenomic Integration with CDS 
iv. What else? Will need to confirm participation in each scenario to facilitate 

growth 
1. V2<->Fhir 

a. Will need to monitor how that group is progressing, make sure 
the target for the genomics data in fhir lines up with our 
content 

2. Genomics terminology services 
3. GTR integration 
4. More foreign input if possible 

v. http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=201905_Clinical_Genomics 
6. Update PSS timelines 

a. Updating on Project Insight 
7. Negative ballot comments updates 

Tracker 19937 Negative-Major Liz Amos 

Summary Panel is allowed but it is confusing, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

WGM Jan 2019: Need guidance on how to use diagnostic-report summary-of extension. Patrick 
will reach out to OO with a summary of our approach 

Details 
6. Panel is allowed but is confusing. It is really a set of related observations. If so perhaps it should be 
expressed that way. Should it be at the order level or the observation level? In a sense, components 
represent a panel. 

Follow-ups 
- by Kevin Power-WGM Jan 2019:-If it were possible to refer to Diagnostic Reports, we may not need 
Panel-See DiagnosticReport extension "extends"-We will ask OO if they agree with our proposed 
resolution to tracker 19937 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19876
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19938
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Discussion 

Proposal: persuasive- panel should be at the ordering level, should push for use of DR 
extension to link smaller reports (likely one per “panel”) together. 
 
Will need to have a group consensus on how we want to take this to OO. 

● Andrea: global problem not particular to CG, agree with working with OO. Should look 
at examples of panels as orders.  

● Patrick: yes, using the term on reporting side could imply things that aren’t intended. 
Grouping as sections or headers, we could group them in smaller reports which is the 
idea. 

● Andrea: issue with using the DiagnosticReport for the smaller sections as the term 
requires full patient and reporting lab info, etc. 

● Kevin: this is exactly what we want to take to OO. We will be using the term as it 
means in the FHIR spec and are trying to map it back to our world as best we can (and 
will have to keep up with any changes they make to that structure). 

● Patrick: the extra pointers are not an issue of redundant information, it is native to fhir, 
particularly as each resource is supposed to stand on its own. Using the “extends” 
extension to link them should work. 

● Gil: It seems we are ready to take this to OO 
● Kevin: similar discussion came through eMERGE, could they create an IG bundle to 

gather their reports--a single report that summarizes everything but has 3 separate 
sections, pgx/somatics/etc. They looked at panel and it didn’t feel right. Could create 
and present example to OO with this in mind. 

● Andrea: overlaps with CIMI and other projects within fhir as well, we are getting there. 
● Kevin: it may end up with a different profile for DR 
● Gil: or some other textual guidance for how to gather reports together. 
● Bret: could use a specific LOINC code from the document ontology 
● Andrea: document loincs tend not to be used by clinical labs as they haven’t had a 

requirement to do that from MU2 yet, etc but the could 
● Kevin: we may need to take a look at servicerequest before we get too far into 

diagnisticreport with this as they are related, will have to talk to OO. Will need a 
paragraph or so to send over. 

○ Volunteers???? To send a summary to OO 
○ Patrick will 

● Kevin (from chat): FYI Since we were just talking about DiagnosticReport, others may 
want to follow this discussion: 
https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179256-Orders-and.20Observation.20WG/topic/Di
agnosticReport.20scope 

● Andrea 11:37 AM there are many LOINCs for order panels, but not as much in 
genomics/molecular.... 

● Patrick 11:37 AM order panels are on the ordering side. We are still on the reporting 
side. 

● Andrea 11:37 AM there are some for document sections but those are mostly for use 
in CDA, not v2.51 (not used there currently as far as I know for lab reporting). This 
would be a great thing to model. Right... Patrick.... right Kevin 

    

Tracker 19876 Negative-Major Bob Milius 

https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179256-Orders-and.20Observation.20WG/topic/DiagnosticReport.20scope
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Summary many examples do not validate against an IG profile using the FHIR Validator, 

Links http://www.hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019Jan/CG-IG-HLA-FullBundle-01.html 

Resolution 
Notes  

Details 

many CG IG examples do not validate against CG IG profiles using the FHIR Validator 
see zulip chats at 
https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179197-genomics/topic/validating.20against.20the.20IGand 
https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179177-conformance 

Follow-ups -Mon, 14 Jan 2019 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #1 - NEG-Submitted by: Bob Milius  (National Marrow Donor 
Program)-On behalf of:  (bmilius@nmdp.org) 

Discussion 

Proposal: persuasive - fix examples, create guidance in the IG for where to validate. Log 
additional trackers for other related issues. 
 
Kevin 11:45 AM http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/qa.html good 
progress made 
 
Some of these items were issues on Grahame’s side of things, others we will need to address 
before publication. 

● Bob D: I had also listed a similar ballot comment. There has to be a way for people to 
be able to create instances and see if they conform or not. 

● Patrick: I agree this is one of the most important things to address before the next 
connectathon. Issue is we are also dependent on others. Several are issues with HAPI 
and/or Grahame. 

● Gil: it may be useful to add textual guidance to assist with validation. Could point to 
other places and clarify some things, it isn’t obvious and there are some errors that 
may need more context. Some quick guidance towards 
https://www.hl7.org/fhir/validation.html and the validator (or potentially Grahame’s 
tools). 

● Kevin: Bob M had some helpful comments in zulip during the connectathon. A few of 
the issues are from our ‘TBD’ codes in the profiles--won’t be able to get past those. 
Need to draft a validation 101 document (more volunteers). 

● Patrick: working towards uploading a pak to hapi which would allow you to validate 
directly with the server, should be much better than the current tools. Could just send 
them a public url and they could validate through that. 

● Gil: can add following up with Patrick for this server functionality. 
● Joel: would it make sense to add more specific trackers for these issues? 
● yes 

    

Tracker 19938 Negative-Major Liz Amos 

Summary Add LOINC code to describe counting rule, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes  

http://www.hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019Jan/CG-IG-HLA-FullBundle-01.html
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/qa.html
https://www.hl7.org/fhir/validation.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=19938
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2019JAN/general.html


Details 
Need to be sure to create LOINC term to describe the counting rule and is added to V2 (probably) and to 
the FHIR version. Would I go into observation common properties or in the report? (Would be confusing if 
allowed to change anywhere in a study). 

Follow-ups -Mon, 14 Jan 2019 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #9 - NEG-Submitted by: Clement McDonald  (National Library of 
Medicine)-On behalf of:  (ClemMcDonald@mail.nih.gov) 

Discussion 

Have asked Clem for more information on what is needed. 
● Bob D: i put in a similar ballot comment for a loinc code for coordinate system, that 

may be what he is referring to. I have two ballot comments on that as well 19835, 
19836. 

● Gil: yes we can verify that with Clem next week unless there are other thoughts and 
comments. 

 

 
 


